Winter Quarter Exams
Schedule Released Today
-MADISON COLLEGE-

Monday, March 12, 1945
8:00- 9 :S0—Classes that meet for the first time Monday, 8:00 A. M.
10:00-11:50—Classes that meet for the first time Monday, 10:00 A. M.
1:30- 3:20—Classes that meet for the first time Monday, 2:30 P. M.
3:30- 5:20—P. E. 132—all sections—Aud.
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for the first time Monday, 11:00 A. M.
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for'the first time Monday, 3:30 P..M.

Rose H. Lee To Be Last
Of Series Of Speakers

Wednesday, March 14, 1945
8:00- 9:50—Classes that meet for the first time Tuesday, 8:00 A. M.
10:00-11:50— Classes that meet for the first time Tuesday, 10:00 A. M.
1:30- 3:20— Classes that meet for the first time Tuesday, 2:30 P. M.
3:30- 5:20—Bid. 132— all sections—Aud. P. E. 332B—RG.

Thursday, March 15, 1945
8:00- 9:50—Eng. 132—all sections—Aud. Biol. 342.
10:00-11:50—P.E. 232 and 252—all sections—RG. S.S. 152—all sections—Aud.
1:30- 3:20—Psy. 222—all sections—Aud.
3:30- 5:20— Chem. 132—all sections—Aud. P.E. 262C1—RG.
-\
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Saturday, March 17, 1945
8:00 A. M.—Spring Quarter classes begin.

Marshall Requests Names
Of High School Seniors
Mr. Clifford T. Marshall, director of
the Madison college orchestra, has
asked to have the names of any high
school seniors you know who play in
their high school orchestra submitted
to him. This is being done so that appropriate literature concerning the
Madison orchestra can be sent to them.

Warren Terry Orchestra, Directed By Marshall,
Appears Here To Present Concert Wednesday
Warren Lee Terry, principal
comedian of the Metropolitan
Comic Opera company, presented
"Gilbert and Sullivan in Song and
Story" for the Sophomore class day
assembly.
Claire Doyle accompanied Mr. Terry.
After being introduced and giving a sample of his usual introduction to the soldiers, he simply said,
"It's a joy to see such nice faces "
Mr. Terry stated that "Hail, Hail
the Gang's All Here" is from Gilbert
and Sullivan but the naughty words
were written by someone else
He gave brief sketches of Gilbert's
and Sullivan's lives. Gilbert, he said,
was born in 1836 of a Scotch father
His fathe* was a writer and physician.
Gilbert, at one time, was captured in
"Italy and held for ransom. He was a
very cantankerous gentleman—he was
very hard to get along with. His work
at first was very serious. He was happily married but had no children, so
he and his wife adopted Nancy Mcln
tosh. One day, Nancy invited a girl
to their home for a swim in their pool;
Gilbert died from a heart attack following a rescue of the almost drowned
girl.
Famous Operas
Sullivan's grandfather, among other
things, was a band conductor. Sullivan wrote his first piece when he was
eight years old;~he received his education in Germany, and eventually wrote
fifty-six church hymns and four grand
operas. One of his operas had the largest consecutive run of any opera in
the world. Sullivan was different from
Gilbert; he was a handsome bachelor
with an affection for an American woman, but he never married. "
Gilbert and Sullivan were first together, said Mr. Terry, in 1871. Their
first opera was a failure; their second,
four years later, was successful. From
this opera, Trial by Jury, Mr. Terry
sang "The Judge's Song."
The second successful opera told the
story of a quack doctor woh sold love
potions. When the love potion was
taken, that person fell in love with the
first person he saw. Mr. Terry sang,
"My Name Is John Wellington" Wells"-|
from thii opera. His third selection
(Continued on Page 4)

Over 700 Students Vote In Minor Elections
States Liz Sours, Head Of Electoral Board

Mary Cheatham was elected vice president of Student Government
Rose Hum Lee, of Chicago, Illinois, association in minor elections held Tuesday on campus, with Dorothy
will come to Madison college March 12 Jane Aaron elected vice president of Y.W.C.A. Cheatham defeated
as the last of the four speakers in the Jane Cotton and Aaron defeated Yuri Nemoto.
*| Institute of International UnderstandOver 700 students cast votes at the
ing being sponsored by Madison colpolls Tuesday, states Liz Sours, chairlege and Rotary International.
man of the electoral board, who was in
The discussion subject for March 12
charge of all election arrangements.
will be "The New China in the New
Shirley Elliot was elected secretaryPacific."
treasurer of Student government, de-

Friday, March 16, 1945
8:00- 9:50—Classes
10:00-11:50— Classes
1:30- 3:20—Classes
3:30- 5:20—Classes
Bus.

No. 24

Cheatham Is S G A Vice President;
Aaron Wins YWCA Office Tuesday

Tuesday, March 13, 1945
8:00- 9:50—Classes
10:00-11:50—Classes
1:30. 3:20—Classes
3:30- 5:20—Classes

Harrisonburg, Virginia, Friday, February 23, 1945

- ,
The Madison. College Orchestra will present its first concert of
the school year in this Wednesday's assembly. The orchestra will be
conducted by Clifford T. Marshall with Beverly Woolley as concert
mistress.
The program will include: "Egmont Overture, Op. 84" by Beethoven; and "The Bell Song," special arrangement and orchestration
featuring Beverly Woolley as soloist. Neer, clarinet; Carre Lee Moore, tromAlso to be heard will be: "Agnus Dei" bone, Nancy Rogers, flute; Florence
by George Bizet; "March from Casse- Springman, flute; Barbara Straider,
Noisette (Nutcracker Suite,) Tschcai- trombone; Dorothy Thomas, bass; Dokowsky; selections from Johann Str- ros Tignor, violin; Marie Van Lean,
auss's comic opera, "Die Fleder'maus,"
(Continued on Page 4)
"The Bat;" and "Brazil," by A. Barroso. There will be special vocal arrangements by Mr. Marshall for the
group.
Members of the orchestra are: Alice
Agnor, flute; Dorothy Branson, saxophone; Marguerite Coffman, clarinet;
Claire Doyle, piano; Mary Dreisback,
viola; Ann Fisher, French horn; Laura
Virginia Foltz, violin; Ruth Heller,
trumpet; Julia Hodgson, violin; Frances Holt, bass; Glada Jarvis, violin.
Dorothy Jones, violin; Paula Kanter, violin; Joan Kirby, saxaphone;

Glee Club Appears
Sunday AtU BChurch

The Madison college Glee club is
singing two numbers Sunday at the
memorial services being held by the
American Legion at the United Brethren church.
The Glee club will sing "Souls of
the Righteous" by T. Tertius Noble,
and "The Lord's Prayer" by Malotte,
states Miss Edna T. Shaeffer, director
Kathryn McGee, drums; Martha Mc- of the club.

Many Positions
Offered Seniors
For Next Year

Seniors graduating in time to accept
positions for next fall should look carefully into the opportunities offered for
the coming year. Maryland and West
Virginia school superintendents, as well
as those in Virginia are beginning to
plan for interviews with prospective
teachers.
Mr. Floyd Kay of Bath
County has alre.ady been here and
others, such as Mr. Willett of Norfolk
County, are planning to come soon.
Girls wishing to do rehabilitation
work with men in the service may obtain positions in that field. Major D.
L. B. Fringer, Director, Officer Procurement Division, Baltimore, wishes
to recruit instructors in business education, graphic arts and woodworking
for the benefit of service men at the
Convalescent Hospital at Fort Story.
For those interested in business positions, various opportunities are open.
Miss Northcross, of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics at
Langley Field, Va. was here last Friday to interview people. A variety of
office jobs is being offered there.' A
number of Madison students are working there at present. They include
Helen Wajl, Feme Driver, Irma Twyman, Mary Ann Wilson, Margaret
Dawson, Stella Kidd, Mary Helen
Johnston, Elizabeth Beatty, Dorothy
Clift, Varina Rhodes and Lona Kunz—
A request for girls has also been
made by Miss Opal Adamson of the
Clinton Engineer Works (Tennessee
Eastman Corporation, Knoxville, Tennessee.) They are in need of stenographers, secretaries, typists, and other
office workers.
Besides the positions already mentioned the graduates also have all bf
(Continued on Page 4)

feating Joan Livesay; JeanMcGee was
elected recorder of points over Catherine Clodfelter; Elisabeth Miller will
be editor of the Handbook, having defeated Carolyn Reese.
Other minor election winners in Y.
W. C. A. include Marie Van Lear, secretary of Y. W., and Betty Jo Stretchberry, treasurer of Y. W. Van Lear
defeated Constance Morris and Stretchberry defeated Martha Millard.
Ora Lee Thompson will be new vice
president of the Athletic association,
Shirley Williams won over Lois Clemens for business manager of the association; Hilda Davis was elected
treasurer of A. A., defeated June Sterling.
Kathleen Lucy will serve again as
business manager of the Breeze, and
Jane Pettie will be business manager
of the Schoolma'am. Lucy defeated E.
J. Foster, and Pettit defeated Jackie
Rady.
Mary Stuart Moseley was elected
over Frances Goldstein as head cheer
leader.

Chorus To Give
Concert Tonite

The Freshman Chorus of Madison
College presents its first formal Concert this term tonight, Friday in Wilson auditorium at 8 o'clock, states
Miss Edna T. Shaeffer, director. The
chorus will appear tonight under the
direction of Tommy Harrelson, senior
music major.
The first group of songs will be
offered by the chorus while in the
remainder of the program will be included solos -by Jo Ann Miller, Mary
Louise Hope, Geraldine Estep, Frances
Calwell, Wanda Lee Lewter, Gwendalyn Snapp. Courtney Fauver, Barbara
Follett, and Barbara Farrar.
As their final group the chorus will
present: "A Salute to Music," by Harry Wilson; "Dedication To One Overpeople, he said, ♦'The hospitality in seas," by Annabel Morris Buchanan,
China was genuine and sincere. Not all which was written especially for the
(Continued on Page 4)
like 'lipstick' hospitality in Japan,
where they kicked you when you turned around." Dr. Bekker concluded his
noon address with the admonition that
"Christian civilizations are not only
worth dying for, they are worth living
New members of Sigma Phi Lambda
for."
are Leslie Katherine ''frail, Barbara
Lee Wensel, Anne Bussy, Gladys Vi- *>
Russian Point of View
vian
Farmer, Dorothy Harraway, Mary
In his evening appearance at Wilson
Frances
Shuler, Mary Fae Smith, Eva
auditorium, Dr. Bekker spoke to Madison students and to Harrisonburg citi- Anne Trumbo, Audrey Harris, Nancy
zens on the Russian point of view in Lee Johnson, Lois Faye Peters, Patsy
international relatipns. He emphasized Belle Zay, Mary Lou Markham, Janice
the need for better understanding be- Rebecca Lohr, Betty Marie Amory,
tween the people of Russia and the Blanche Carter, and Marion Elizabeth
United States. A question and answer Huseley, freshmen; Shirley Williams,
Carrie Lee Moore, and Laura Dance,
open forum followed his talk on "Russophomores.
sia's position—East and West."
Sigma Phi Lambda is an honorary
Dr. Bekker has just finished a book scholastic society for freshmen and
on Russia and international relations sophomores, state Jane Morgan, presiwhich will soon be off the press.
dent.

Dr. John Bekker Addresses Assembly On "Seeing
History Made," As Third In IIU Speaker Series
Dr. John A. Bekker, born of Dutch
parents in the Crimea, was the third
speaker Monday at the Institute of
International Understanding being
sponsored jointly by Madison college
and Rotary International.
Dr. Bekker spoke on "Seeing History Made" at the noon assembly on
campus, and in the evening he spoke
on "Russia's position—East and West."
The speaker presented in a dramatic
and realistic manner the problems facing Russia and the rest of the world
in dealing with Russia. Dj. Bekker
pointed out in his morning address that
from his past experiences in Russia,
China, and Japan he was convinced
that the helping hand of America could
do much to provide better international
understanding between ajl nations of
the world.
Many Experiences
Speaking "with a brogue and interweaving his talks with many humorous
illustrations, Dr. Bekker interestingly

narrated his personal experiences in
Russia prior to his coming to America
in 1933. In part, he said, "Within the
soul of Mother Russia there is a diamond which enables her to carry on
and go through many dark days . . .
two political ideaologies grew up in
Russia as a result of the Red Revolution. This resulted in a bloody Civil
War and monstrous upheaval in Russia which spread to the Ukraine and
my home area in 1921. In 1929 I was
first lieutenant in a cavalry unit in the
Soviet Army., Here we had much
training and regimentation."
After spending three months of a
ten-year jail sentence for political opposition, Dr. Bekker escaped from his
prison cell in Siberia and was smuggled across the Chines* border. Heworked in a coal mine in a Chinese
commissary. This family has since
been destroyed by the Jap invasion
of China. Commenting on the Chinese

Sigma Phi Lambda
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Opinions On Honor System

VIEWS OF
THE NEWS

The appointment of the honor committee to study an honor system
for Madison shows an interest in such a system by the faculty and
students. This.week we have asked a few students for their opinion
on an honor system. If space permitted we would like to print everyone's ideas for this is important to every single girl. We have tried
to make this representative of classes. We hope that their opinions
will encourage each of you to talk it over in your room, dorm or
wherever you happen to be. What is your opinion on an honor system
for Madison?
•
JULIA SMITH—"Having seen an honor system work in my high
school and in the colleges of my home town, I know it is an excellent
idea. It will mean a lot to each girl to know her school has an honor
system and to know that each girl on campus is going to live up to
this ideal—or else she should not be allowed to stay on Madison cam-

—

Perhaps' the most important development of all is the plan for a
full dress conference of the United
Nations to be held at San Francisco, April 25th. This conference
will make further study of the
Dumbarton Oaks proposals especially on the major point left unsettled—the voting procedure in the
Security Council. The decision on
this point will be publicized later
after consultation with China and
France.

DEE JAY AARON—"The

This Is Our Chance . . .
We students may not set the world on fire with overt patriotism,
but when an opportunity presents itself to show we're 100 per cent
on the "all out" list for war effort, we're not the crowd to be lagging
behind—right?
It's this matter of spring vacation. The office of Defense Transportation wrote to Dr. Duke, saying that due to the critical transportation situation, it is recommended that schools, colleges and universities
cancel their spring vacations this year. "This is not an order but a request, and we are hopeful that you will cooperate," wrote the director
of passenger traffic.
Dr. Duke states that there was no question in his mind as to what
should be done, and so, here we are with a wonderful opportunity to
Compose a creed for wartime travel and to stick by it.
For example: I recognize *T.he critical transportation situation
today, and because of it, I will travel by bus or train only when there
is real need for such travel. I realize that individual effort, en masse
is what makes group effort, and therefore, I know that what I, myself,
do, is a vital part of the entire effort.

"To Have And To Hold"
To Show Next Week

BETTE C. MILLER —

There are many good things to
say about the Crimea charter. The
allied powers are united as never
before in their plans to crush Germany as soon as possible and to
keep her under control when military victory comes—this time they
are making sure of a total victory.

pus."
'Honor system would be a very good thing
for Madison. It has worked in other schools and it can work here.
We not only need it for class work but honor for everyday living with
people. We should have enough honor to eliminate continuous roll
calls in chapel."
ANN MYERS—"I think the honor system will be wonderful for all
of us and I believe every girl at Madison will be eager to see it carried
out."
ALICE OLIVER—"I think Madison needs some form of an honor
system and there's no time like the present to start it. With whole
hearted cooperation we should be able to reach this goal."
DOT HEIDER—"I feel> that an honor system would be a definite
asset to our campus if it is added as a suppliment to our Student Government Association. I have seen an honor system work effectively
before and I believe it can work here."

BY

There are many guesses at the
significance of the time and place
this conference is to be held.
The Russians are due in April
to announce their intentions on
keeping or discontinuing their nonaggression pact with Japan for
By JANET CORNELISEN
New books in Madison Memorial library that will be available in another year.
It means also that Russia and
the browsing room this evening at 7:00 p. m. are as follows:
Mentor Graham by Kunigunde Dun- is headed toward a lively renascence. China will sit down at the same
table together.
can and D. F. Nickols. Mentor GraTen Years in Japan by Joseph C.
ham was the man who taught Lincoln. Grew. Mr. Gre,w, America's ambassaThe success of the conference deIn the great story of Lincoln one chap- dor to Tokyo for the ten years before pends on understanding and supter has remained untold—the part play- Pearl Harbor, tells the full story of port of this proposed plan of the
ed by his teacher, Mentor Graham. how and why our country went to United Nations.
From the traditions of the Graham war with Japan. He draws the story
America's delegation is strong—
family the authors have drawn the first from three first-hand sources: his own
being
drawn from the strongest and
full-length portrait of Mentor Graham, day-to-day diaries, his personal and
as he lived and as Lincoln knew him. official correspondence, and his dis- most influential groups in Congress.
More than an unprecedented literary patches to the State Department. From
The world's eyes will be upon
and historical accomplishment, this this huge mass' of material, he has San Francisco—let us hope—and
book takes an important place in the woven together a chronological nar- pray that the sacred task ,upon
heritage of America.
raitve of history in the making.
them will evolve into a way for a
As We Go Marching by John T.
The Time For Decision by S'umner peaceful and secure world for the
Flynn. As We Go Marching is a dyna- Welles. In The Time for Decision, future.
mic, highly readable discussion of the Sumner Welles urges the vital need of
destructive elements in American life immediately setting up effectTve machwhich parallel the fascist—destructive inery for settling international probdevelopments in Italy and Germany.
lems and proposes a specific plan for
In this book is shown fascism rising world organization.
By EMILY LEITNER
in Italy, Germany moving from the
Writing with frankness and at times
****Humphrey
Bogart and a "newdays of the Kaiser in certain well-dewith indignation, in a book which tells comer, Lauren Bacall, team up in Ernfined directions.
the story of men as well as event, Mr. est Hemingway's To Have and Have
The author's thesis is not how to Welles puts the blame squarely on
Not, which comes to the Virginia theaprevent the coming of national social- those responsible for the faults and
ter Monday through Thursday. This
ism in America, but how to get rid of failures of our policy, and points out
fast-moving drama stars Bogart as a'
it.
how war might have been avoided.
freedom-loving, danger-baiting soldier
The Shape of Books to Come by J.
Mr. Welles has written a book of of fortune. It introduces a new and exDonald Adams. The author gives the enormous scope and range, a book
citing personality in Laure'n Bacall
reader in this book an idea of the writ- which presents not only a connected
who delivers a.performance which will
ers in the past and the writers of today. and coherent picture of the United
lead her to stardom. Featured also are
Mr. Adams sounds a hopeful note oh States foreign policy, but also a plan Walter Brennan and song-writer Hoa"the shape of books to come" and be- for action which may well make this gy Carmichael. Bogart even tops his
lieves with the strength of the Ameri- the most important and controversial
Casablanca performance. Don't miss
can creative spirit American literature volume of our time.
To Have and Have Not
****At the State theater Monday
ve . . . for his abnormal class. (Insane through Wednesday, Irene Dunn and
or feebleminded?)
Charles Boyer are Together Again. Irene Dunn plays the role of a woman
One of the sisters of a sister team mayor and Boyer is cast as a sculptor.
on campus tells this on her elder. As Everything would have been just fine
By Ruth Weinthal
the former burst into the latter's room if the mayor hadn't bought a new hat.
A joke is something said or done to
she smelled a peculiar odor.
But, from the moment she dons the
excite mirth.
Former: What's the matter, you hat, anything can happen—and does!
Example:
look green and your eyes are crossed. In the t6p supporting role is Charles
Boy: Do you neck?
Latter: I just smoked three cigaret- Coburn.
Girl: That's my business!
tes.
**V4Dark Waters, with Merle ObeBoy: Ah! a professional.
Former: What did you do that for? ron, Franchot Tone and Thomas MitLatter: I was trying to blow smoke chell will be shown at the State ThursEverybody is crazy over me—said
day and Friday. The story takes place
rings.
the first floor inmate of the insane asy(And she promptly lay down and in the bayous of Louisiana.
lum.
*V$G*ne of the those hula-hula musidied for a great cause.)
cal things, comes to the State <iext SatHer clothes were so designed that
Comes February and everybody hits urday. In the top roles of Tahiti
she was seen in the best places.
the bottle. Relax folks, we're speaking Nights are Jinx Falkenburg, Dave
(Humor—doesn't it kill you?)
of peroxide bottles. Some of our be- O'Brien and Carole Mathews.

AMONG NEW BOOKS

SH0WG0ER

It took a lifetime for them to meet, the .lip-twitching floater and
the ,ember-eyed blonde—and their union was like that of the sea to the
shore. They found each other on the island of Martinique, half-way
round the world. They were two Americans, sick with themselves and
the rotten world that lay bleeding all
drama, adapted from a novel by Erabout them. Yet out of the flame that
was kindled between them, out of the nest Hemingway, is the roaring story
of an embittered big-game fishing skipstruggle that they shared with fate, and
per and his venture into the realm of
out of the "blue" music they heard in
French Underground intrigue, on the
the cafe of a two-bit^hotel, they found
isle of Martinique.
strength and faith. Now they were
Once again Humphrey Bogart is cast
leaving the island . . . together.
So ends Warner Bros.' finely etched as a rough and ready, soft-hearted
mug whoSe resources, be they concernadventure romance, "To Have And
Have Not," a Howard Hawks produc- ed with women or the wiles of Vichy's
lean scavengers, are unlimited. Drenchtion, which arrives Monday at theVirginia Theatre. With Humphrey Bogart ed in cigarette and gun smoke, bestarred and featuring Lauren Bacall, witched by a blonde who seems to be
Walter Brennan, Hoagy Carmichael, poured into his arms, Bogart plows
Dolores Moran and Dan Seymour, the his way through an assortment of events, both rough-and-tumble and romantic, to emerge with more than his
share of the spoils.
Having discovered and definitely established the fact that Bogie is a romantic lead bar none, Warner Bros,
Member Virginia Intercollegiate Press,
have produced a mate for him who
Associated Collegiate Press
seems to have been cast from the same
mold. Dominant in the film as "Slim,"
Publishhed Weekly by the Student Body Lauren Bacall, a honey-haired -siren
~ of Madison College, Harrisonburg, Va.
with a sultry voice, slithers through
LEE ANNA DEADRICK ..'.'
Editor scene after scene, doing her best to inKATHLEEN LUCY
Business Manager trigue Mr. Bogart who, once intrigued,
CORDELIA ROBBINS
..Assistant Editor simmers gratifyingly.
EMILY LEITNER
News Editor
But on to the finer things in life—
Miss Bacall, in her sensational deDOROTHY HEIDER
Headline Editor
Madison.
Here's one on Mr. Shorts.
ROSELYN KEY
Cartoonist but, establishes herself as an actress
The
other
day he told a group of stu•JET.INA SCHINDELAR
Chief.Typist with a future, with no more effort than
dents that a certain book was on reser«U.IA ASRBY
OrcMaHon Manager the eloquent lowering of her eyelids.

Something To
Chat About—

I HE BREEZE

L

streaked damsels are going to tie up
traffic when they get back to civilization with these yellow patches on their
heads. (And they hang pictures!)

Send The Breeze Home
BUY WAS BONDS

THE BREEZE
-OCCUPATIONS-

Physics, Science Of Matter, Motion
Offers Many Specialized Fields

CALENDAR
Friday, February 23—B. S. U. party,
Ashby gym, 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, February 24—Movie: "Three
Men in White," Wilson auditorium, 7:30 p.m., dancing in
gym after movie.
Sunday, February 25—Y. W. C. A. vespers, Wilson auditorium, 2:00
p.m.
Monday, February 26— Rotary club
speaker, 12 noon in assembly,
forum, 8:00 p.m. in Wilson auditorium.
Wednesday, February 28—Orchestra
concert in assembly, 12 noon.
Saturday, March 3—Cotillion dance,
Reed gym, 8:30-11:50 p.m.
Mo^ie: "Going My Way," 7:30
p.m., Wilson auditorium.

Physics is the science that deals with those phenomena of inanimate
matter involving no change in chemical composition and more specifically
it is the science that deals with matter and motion. Recognized areas
of specialization within this field are mechanics, heat, sound, light,
electricity and magnetism, electronics and ionics, radio, atomic and nuclear physics, properties of materials,
d._Elasticity covers the study of the
theorectical physics and biophysics.
forces
and effects resulting from varOther specialties relate to the application of the fundamental principles of ious types of stresses (such as bendthe science to industrial problems, es- ing) in structural and other materials
pecially with highly precise and deli- such as steel, concrete, wood, fabrics,
cate measuring instruments, radio de- plastics.
Apart from mechanics, other major
sign and manufacture, optical instrubranches
ot thcphysicist's field include
ments, and physical testing of mate2.
heat;
3.
sound; 4. light; 5. electricity
rials.
*
and magnetism; 6. electronics and ionics; 7. radio; 8. molecular, atomic, and
Major Branches
Since physics is predominantly a re- nuclear physics; 9. materials, testing,
search field, specific areas of specializa- and properties; 10. theoretical physics;
tion are arranged on a subject matter and 11. biophysics.
basis.
/
Functional Specialization
1. Mechanics: the following are exThe Cotillion mid-winter dance
amples of specialties in the field of
Physicists specialize in one or more will be held Saturday, March 3,
mechanics:
of the following functional areas in 1945 in Reed gym. Those invited;to'
a. The held of ballistics is concerned addition to any of the major branches this dance are all Cotillion and Gerwith gun powder exploding in a rifle and specializations previously describ- man Club members and all freshor cannon and the effects of such ex- ed. 1. Research—in cilleges, universi- men and juniors.
Seniors and
plosion on the gun or rifle, the bullet or ties and in research laboratories. 2.
sophomores may come with dates.
projectile; also the trajectory, and the Teaching—at the college and university
All committees have been appointed
penetration of the shell into the target. level. 3. Application—in manufacture of
and are at work. Members of the deb. Aerodynamics and hydrodynamics industrial and technical equipment. 4.
coration>committee are: Piggy Baxter,
concern themselves with the forces of Patent development work.
chairman, Mary Stuart Mosely, Alice
moving air and water or with the forOliver, Betty Jo Stretchberry, Verna
ces-of moving air and water or with
Educational Qualifications
Dawson, Elery Moore, June Sterling,
the forces caused by solid objects movThe minimum of a Bachelor of Sci- Jane Hartman, Jean Dibble, Shirley Eling through these media.
ence degree in physics or its equivalent liot, and Peggy Brooks. Those on the
c. Rheology is the science of the is required as preparation for profesRefreshment committee are: Beth
flow of non-liquid materials, such as sional work in this field. Occasionally
Owen, chairman, Mary Ja/fe'Fulton,
metals of plasties, when subjected to applicants will show an engineering or
Dottie Wagner, Billy Kirchner, and
the great pressures which are employed mathematics degree* and subsequent
M. Lynn. Jane Spooner is chairman
in modern processes of manufacture training in physics. This is acceptable.
of the figure committee with Ann
for forming stamped and pressed pro- It should be noted that a high proGreen and Gayle Chowning members.
ducts.
portion of physicists possess a master's Emma Ruth Eley is in charge of inor doctor's degree in the field.
vitations. Becca Chappel is in charge
undecorating.
_ . Industry
The Emergency committee: Jane
Physicists are employed chiefly in Keaggy, chairman, Margaret Kash,
educational institutions, research labor- Dinny Buck, Jane Kirwan,""Sue Ellis,
atories, both nonprofit and industrial, Peggy Paret, and Betty Carr Ball.
AUSTIN, TEXAS—(ACP)—The
and by government. Others are scatMusic will be furnished by the Vagaeffectiveness of penicillin for use in retered through many different manu- bonds from Lynchburg, Va. Bids will
lapsing fever is being scientifically stufacturing industries.
be $1.50 and will be on sale starting
died at the University of Texas by Dr.
Monday in Junior 202. The theme of
V. T. Schuhardt, professor of bacteriothe dance will be published in next
logy, and Mrs. Billie E. O'Bryan, tutor
week's Breeze.
in botany and bacteriology.

Cotillion Dance
To Be March 3

Pencillin Found
As Quick Cure

Military Training
Topic 01 Discussion

The two scientists have made experiments in test tubes and in animals, to
At last night's meeting of the Interdiscover the usefulness of penicillin in national Relations club the problem of
treating certain diseases.
universal military training was dis"We found penicillin to be effective cussed by Dr. Ruth Phillips, Dr. Waldown to extremely small doses in test ter J. Gifford, and Claire Bennett.
tubes," Dr. Schuhardt said. "We testDr. Phillips stated that even though
ed its effectiveness in animals, to see |.we are nearing the end of the war we
whether it would cure brain involve- shall still need defense for the future,
ments."
and there is no way to obtain this de"Results of the tests were that peni- fense other than to have trained milicillin; will prevent brain involvements, tary men. If the fact is realized that
not all the world is peace-minded then
provided it is given early enough, and
it cannot be denied that every citizen
it will cure the blood stream involve- owes their personal service.
ment. The question of whether brain
The military training would require
involvement can be cured with any not less than one year, and those who
dosage of penicillin remains to be sol- cannot bear arms should receive a
more concrete training than just thai"
ved," he said.
of becoming a citizen.
Experiments were made on 45 white
Dr. Gifford discussed the subject
rats in the bacteriology laboratory, who from the point of what effect universal
were infected with injections of spiro- training would have upon higher educhetcs. Adequate dos^s of the penicil- cation.
He stated that it should be rememlin cleared the blood stream within five
to six hours, the professors' report bered that" youth would have to put in
their year of training around the age
shows.
of nineteen and this would interrupt
their schooling. Also, the colleges will
Several Dormitories Get
(Continued in Cohrrnn^

New Telephones Installed
No longer will students have reason
to yell from floor to floor, "Telephone!," for last week new phones
were installed in several of the dormitories.
The first floors of Spottswood, Jackson and Ashby dorms received phones
and also a telephone was installed in
Sprinkel house.
.

Freshman YW To Conduct
Vespers; Yeatts To Speak
The Freshman Y. W. commission
will present Sunday's vesper program,
states Lynda Yeatts, commission president,,who will be speaker.
Barbara Farrar is soloist and will
sing "How Long Wilt Thou Forget
Me?" by Carl Pslueges.

ASA Pledges Elect
Wensel President
Alpha Sigma Alpha pledges have
organized and elected Barbara Wensel,
president, Melba Frost, vice president,
Bety Epperly, secretary, Jean Drinkwater, treasurer, and Peggy Thacker,
reporter.
Jane Staples is social committee
chairman, with Jo Vaughan, Argie
Sisk and Gerry Estep, assisting her.
The song committee consists of Nancy
Rogers, Eleanor Andrews, and chairman Courtney Fauver. Devotions committee is Eva Ann Trumbo, chairman,
Jo Garber, Bettie Norwood, Mildred
Bhorkey, Virginia Case and Melba
Frost.
The pledges are giving a Sunday
night dinner for the old members
Sunday evening, February 25.

I KEEP'EM FLYING I

Alpha Sigma Tau pledges reecntly
elected Mary Budge as their president.
Other officers of the group are Bess
Queen, vice president, Margaret Ritchie, secretary, Marguerite Coffman,
treasurer, and Martha McNeer, chaplain.

Berryman Is President
Of Theta Sig Pledges
Marguerite Berryman was elected
president of Theta Sigma Upsilon
pledges at a meeting first of the month,
with Betty Coyne, elected vice president, Julia Smith, secretary; and Mary
Lee Moyer, treasurer.

Meyers, Holladay, Lynn
To Lead Pi Kap Pledges
Elected as president of Pi Kappa
Sigma pledges at a recent meeting was
Ann Meyers. Other officers are Frances Trigg Holladay, secretary and
Marry Lynn, treasurer.

Peggy Grimes Is Pledge
President For Sigmas
fliuj * Wan * BL *K'i-i
Bonds Buy Cannon Balls
BUY WAR BONDS -

Peggy Grimes has ben elected president of Sigma Sigma Sigma pledges.
Vice president is Peggy Paret. Other
officers jre1 • Martha Thornhill, secretary, and Shirley Elliott, treasurer.

Students Appear In Two Recitals
Wednesday Eve. Harrison Hall
The Wednesday afternoon recital given February 14 in the recital
room included 'the following numbers:
' >
"Partita in C Minor," by Bach, Dorothy Peacock; "Shepherd Thy'
Demeanor Vary," by Wilson, Gerry Estep, accompanied by Dorothy.
Burkholder; "Shoes" by Manning, Mary Louise Hope, accompanied by
Katherine Biddle; "The Swan" by companist Emily Leitner, "The Old
Saint-Saens, Dorothy Burkholder; and Road" by Scott, Sarah Brent with Ger"Lungi del caro bene" by Sorti, Bar- ry Estep at the piano; "Gavotte in
bara Farrar, accompanied by -Claire B. Flat" by Handel, Glada Jarvis; Elizabeth Overton, "Mantilla," Spanish
Doyle.
serenade by Maxwell Eckstein; "GaThe weekly student music recital
votte in B Flat" by Handel, Catherine
given .Wednesday of this week in HarBiddle; "Arpeggio Waltz" by Hobson,
rison hall was presented by students of
Patsy Clarke; "Bounee in G. Minor"
Miss Harris, Miss Schneider, Mrs.
by Bach, Virginia Cook.
Buchanan and Miss Shaeffer.
Selections heard were: "My Friend"
by Malotte, Delphine Land, with ac-

PARADE OF OPINION
By Associated Collegiate Press

Liberal Arts Education For Men
May Be Ended By Draft Proposal
The President's proposal to draft all 4-F's into industry implies
that all college men in this category will be forced to resign. Until a
new statement is issued as to what sort of activities will be considered
as essential to the war effort, it may be assured that liberal arts education will be further sidetracked until victory is secured.
Before Congress confirms any new country. Should a work battalion of
legislation, the full implications to col- college students be drafted for a faclege and universities should be consid- tory that is paying men a hundred dolered. "Rationalization!" is the cry that
lars a week to walk around the plant
immediately besets us from all sides. five times daily industriously twiddling
Why should that fellow sit comfprta- their thumbs? Should a work battalion
bly all day long with his nose in a displace real workers who support fabook, while my son risks his life? Why milies but don't have employment?
allow exemption from all service that Should such industries as jewelry makfellow whose classmate is now at the ing be allowed to continue while the
front? Many more such irritating de- colleges close their doors? Are the few
mands can be made of already uni- tens, of thousands of students in colform-conscious undergraduates whose lege today more valuable studying for
studying isn't the most tangible thing the future, or doing a job of relatively
in the world right now.
less importance in consideration of
No Nationalization is the fact that in
many eastern cities, Hartford Connecticut, or Scranton, Pennsylvania, men
for lack of work, leaving town of their
own volition because Congress has
•been too busy dealing out political favors in the form of war projects to cities already carrying more than their
load, thus creating a false impression

Mary Budge Will Head
Alpha Sigma Tau Pledges

their abilities by solving a questionable
labor shortage? Many of us don't Stop
to realize these issues.
Most "critical of all issues is, however, that of retaining even a small
core of young college-trained men around for whom this nation's future
must be built, both in the immediate
future and in the. decades to follow.
of labor shortages throughout the Already the regular processes of.selec-

I R C
(Continued from Column 2)
be expected to train officer's groups
and they may become Federalized.
Dean Gifford also stated that one of
the dangers of universal military training would be the creation or distrust
by our half-way won-over friend, Russia.
Claire Bennett brought out the point
that the United States is very wealthy
and would be a great prize. However,
if she had means of defense the desire
to attack her would not be so great.
After the three talks on open discussion took place in which those present
participated.
tive service have drained liberal arts
colleges of all but a relative handful of
students. If thqse few remaining are
taken now. America will be inviting
the full tragedy of -the "lost generation," already threatening, that cost
European nations so dearly after the
last war. Such a move would cut off
one of the last sources of supply of leaders who might be able to secure a
lasting peace based on some of the
morals and ehtics of this nation.
There isn't a man on campus who
wouldn't leave Wesleyan if he didn't
think that his job was to stay here and
study seriously. Our task may be a
long-range one, but it is of definite
value and contribution. Fundamentally,
why fight this war if the battle for
peace at home and abroad, which inevitably will follow the last sniper's
shot, is to be completely ignored?—
The WESLEYAN ARGUS, Wesleyan
University, Middletown, Cojin.
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THE BREEZE
Students Sing at Banquet

Varsity Basketball Team To Play
Tonight At Bridgewater College

Writer Says Experiences
Help Enlarge Vocabulary

Tommy Harrelson, Betty Lou Flythe and Emily Leitner presented a program of vocal selections for members
and guests of the Brotherhood class
Following, a victorious game last week, the Madison colllege varof Harrisonburg Methodist church last
(NOTE: This article by Dr. Ray A. Cheville, professor of social
sity basketball team captained by Libby Smith and Marjorie Berkeley, night at the class's annual Ladies'
science at Graceland College, Iowa, is'reprinted from the Graceland
goes to Bridgewater college tonight, Friday, for its second game of the Night banquet.
Tower because of its wide interest for college students.)
season.
"How do you get your words ?" This question bobs up again and
Under the coaching of Mrs. Ruth
By Associated Collegiate Press
Making the trip tonight are-Libby
higiin in a school year. Apparently some students think there's a secret
Green, new physical education instrucDr. Nathan Marsh Pusey, former
Smith, Emma Ruth Eley, Hilda Davis,
knack to vocabulary tricks. If there is, I have never found it.
tor on campus this year, the team has
Jane Hartman, Ora Thompson, Red professor of classics at Wesleyan
Occasionally I run on word'hunters.
rounded out into a fast moving sextet,
Witten, Jane Keaggy, and Kendall University, Conn., was recently for- On the whole they are as merciless and into fields in which words Coined to
defeating Elizabethtown 65 to 14, in
date do not carry meanings or shades
Morris, forwards; Marjorie Berkeley, mally inaugurated as eleventh presi- unnecessary as headhunted of interior
last week's game. Libby Smith was
dent
of
Lawrence
college,
Appleton,
of
feeling. With a background of linGayle Chowning, Lib Overton, Phyllis
Africa. These are the ones who spot a guistic materials, we may even coin
high scorer with 28 points.
Wisconsin,
carrying
on
a
tradition
Hamilton, Carolyn Woodfield, Hannah
new word, usually an inch and a half some. Let this be distinguished from
Finley, and Gracie Lee Van Dyck, now nearly 100 years old, of close long, and then wait for an occasion to
association between the two instituthe blundering misuse of words supTERRY
guards.
spring it on the unsuspecting. I recall posedly in existence. The two are miles
tions.
Bridgewater's team comes to Madi(Continued from Page 1)
a young man who got hold of the apart. New situations impel us to manson
Tuesday night for a return game,
word "porspicacity" and its adjective ufacture or convert words. So we
Tvas "The Admiral's Song" from Pinaand on the same night Madison freshFreshman
Chorus
derivative. He draped it around his have "television, " "beach-head," and
fore.
men
will
play
Dayton
High
school.
Terry Sings
tongue and pushed it through his puck- "blitz."
(Continued from Page 1)
The games will begin at 7:15.
ered lips. Then one day the opportunFreshman
chorus;
"Chumbara,"
FrenThe Pirates of Pengance was preEvery day of college life ought to be
Several other games have been plan- ch Folk Song (Ar. by Harry Wilson); ity came. He referred in conversation
sented by Mr. Terry with the tune to
pushing
back frontiers, reacRing out inned the exact schedule will be publish- "Wide River," by Noble Cain; "Alma to an old lady noted for her inclination
the" "Major General's Song," although
to
new
worlds
of thinking. Just as the
ed later. This is the first varsity team Mater," by Mary Funk Slaughter.
to make the most of a juicy bit of gos- early explorers of America learned of
the opera was not written by Sullito play other schools in several years.
Accompanist for the Freshman chor- sip. So said he, "She's certainly per- "wigwam" and "papoose" and used
van. It was written by Richard Manseus
is Gerry Estep, Calwell, Snapp, spicacious in her conversational pro- them naturally, so will the alert collegfield to protect a copyright law.
Miller,
Estep, Fauver, Follett and Far- clivities." The fellow had resolved to ian. Lazy enrollers will go along slopStudents
Play
For
Banquet
Mr. Terry stated that in a country of
rar
are
students of 'Miss Edythe Sch- build up a vocabulary. He could be pily using a meager list of words with
138,000,000 souls, and he didn't know
Claire Doyle, Paula Kanter, and
restricted shades of meaning and mood,
how many heels, there are only three' Mary Gertrude Dreisbach, playing the neider. Hope and Lewter study with detected a block away.
The healthier and more normal way when with a minimum of energy they
comic opera companies. But the thea- piano, violin, and cello, respectively, Miss Emily Bottimore.
is to follow the growth of children. A can say, "It sure was swell," and let
trical profession is coming back with furnished dinner music Thursday night
lad of five or so was making his first that suffice' for whatever the hearer
better entertainment. Mr. Terry point- at the Masonic temple during a ban- Send The Breeze Home
visit to the farm. He saw a strange reads into it. But up-on-their-toes
ed out that many Americans do not quet given by the Masons.
BUY WAR BONDS
bit of machinery with sharp teeth rest- youth are bound to get words. In a
like operas, some because so many are
ing on the ground. "'What's that?" he nutshell, I would say, get the experiwritten in foreign languages, others
asked.
because translations* are not satisfacence and the words will take care of
"That's
a
harrow,"
replied
his
dad.
themselves.
tory.
By Associated Collegiate Press
"What's it for?" Then came an exThe opera, Koka, from which Mr.
position
of the use of the implement in
*Terry sang "The Little Titwillow," was
Girrtiy Tomion of Michigan State a date of matching disposition can be
pulverizing
the soil and getting it McCLURE PRINTING CO.
quite successful; it ran for 363 con- College was more than a little embar- secured for him. Questions and ansready
for
planting.
A new experience
MASTER PRINTERS
secutive nights, the longest run of any rassed last week when she cut her wers for girls who phone in are somemade
it
imperative
that
the
boy
learn
STAUNTON, VA.
one opera. .
what
as
follows:
4 p.m. lit class to meet the professor
a
new
word.
Thereafter
he
could
use
Mr. Terry concluded his program in the hall. She explained that some
Height? Five feet seven and three
NO JOB TOO LARGE. NO JOB TOO SHALL
with "Recitative and Song" from Lord cigarettes had just come in at Byrnes' quarter inches. Age? Twenty. Color it intelligently* Furthermore he had
store and even offered to split a pack- of hair? Dirty blond. Build? Well, I rfeed of it.
Chancellor.
WE MAKE RUBBER STAMPS
IVseems to me, then, that the college
age with him. Prof. A. J. M. Smith don't exactly look like Porkie the pig.
Personality? Haven't had any com- student will do well to give attention
held out for a whole package.
ORCHESTRA
to expanding experience along over so
A car, sufficient' coupons, and two plaint .yet.
(Continued from Page 1)
Calls-for men are also coming in; many fronts. Much of this expanding
cute coeds will await two lucky men
trumpet; Lois Wiley, violin; Lee Wildate
bureau
however,
many are urgently awaited. will come through the eyes and ears of
son, trumpet; Beverly Woolley, violin; who call the Jaw
An
order
was
recently placed for two- others, in reading, in conversations, in
before February 3.
and Virginia Word, French horn.
Monday, February 26th
The Northwestern University an- red-heads with auburn hair, five ft. one, picture's"."-Given a new experience, we
The stage setting for the program
shall seek to procure a name for it.
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
nouncement of the opening of a date brown eyes, r and the rest.
was designed by Peggy Brooks and
If
we
are
creative,
we
may
push
out
The
attention
of
everyone
is
called
bureau for increasing attendance at
built by the stage crew.
I Kissing
the Prom had just appeared when to the fact that the person who calls
Ellen McConnell, who with Nancy Sif- for the bid will have to pay for it
Romondug |
By Associated Collegiate Press
New Unrationed Shoes
ftf*/
The University Veterans associa- ford, and K. C. Snyder is in charge of
the bureau, received an interesting —BUY WAR BONDSloving
tion at Louisiana State University
phone call.
»p*M
B. NEY and SONS
has begun a tutoring project to help
A jabbering race between two femi- Send The Breeze Home
one anoher in their studies.
nine voices was distinguished at first;
The Smart Madison Girl Will Find
then the following was heard: "We've
SMART FASHIONS
got a car, we've got coupons. Furnish
at Harrisonburg's Style Center

THIS COLLEGIATE WORLD

ToT STATE

PLACEMENT

the date and we'll furnish the rest."
(Continued from Page 1)
Naturally, every applicant must furthe women's armed forces to consider.
They are needed in all branches includ- nish full details about himself so that
ing the W. A. C, the Waves, the Marines, Coast Guard and also as Army
HAYDEN'S
and Navy nurses. They are; jobs that
are vital to the winning of the war and
Dry Cleaning Works
any graduate who enlists is doing a
Suits, Plain Dresses and
fine thing for her country.

THE PARISIAN SHOP
46 South Main Street
SKIRTS

CLEANED

AND

BLOUSES

B R O S VIRGINIA!
PROGRAMS STARTING

Mon., Tuee., Wed., Thur.

John W. Taliaferro Sons
Jetveler and Optometrist
Thursday and Friday

Plain Coats
THE

SWEATERS

W A R N ER

DIAMONDS, WATCHES,

PRESSED

FAMOUS RESTAURANT

Cash and Carry $ .75

•

165 North Main Street

CUT GLASS

and

SILVERWARE

50 South Main Street

THE PLACE THAT SAT
THOSE WHO ARE FUSSY
ABOUT THEIR FOOD
•
79 North Main Sfeet
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2 RING NOTE BOOKS

WE INVITE YOU TO

! THE NOVELTY-NEWS CO. I
| NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES |

With Metal Rings

6Z SOUTH MAIN STREET

:

HARRISONBURG,

''. minimi minim

VA.

35c each

:

EQUIPMENT IN HARRISONBURG

LOKER
SHOE REPAIR SHOP
NEW LOCATION
25

WEST MARKET STREET

Phone 462
25 W. Market St. Harrisonburg, Va.
Ask The Student Who's Been
There

While at Madison

PRICKETT

Make

STATIONERY CORP.

JULIA'S
RESTAURANT
Your Downtown
Headquarters

utvuxtuti** LAUREN BACALl
FRIDAY

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIMIIIIIIIII^

"Quality Shoe Repairing"
WITH THE MOST UP-TO-DATE

TO HAVEv*
HAWiOT,
San Diego
ILoveYou
IX.W. EVERETTJ!OI«ON_
SATURDAY

65

EAST MARKET STREET
HARRISONBURG

^

VIRGINIA

-■-■■

SATURDAY

